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Shadows: a conversation with myself

In examining my current drawings I am going to look at my shadow drawings in the light of
the reading and research I have carried out within this first unit.

In order to evaluate where my creative practice is today, I have conducted a conversation
with myself. This has been informed by the Japanese literary style that believes the truest
representation of the searching mind is to 'follow the brush' or in my case 'follow the pencil'.
(Tanizaki 2001) 1 Thomas J Harper, Senior Lecturer in Japanese Literature at the Australian
National University, describes it as a Japanese convention of thinking and writing that takes
the reader in different and sometimes random directions. It conveys the uncertainty of the
mental process and vissitudes of the emotions. (Tanizaki 2001) 2 p73

It can be seen as a stream of consciousness, or in the visual language of shadows likened to
the skittering shapes of a candle flame blown by the breeze. The analogy describes the
constantly moving, unpredictable shapes that appear and disapear.

The shadow drawings began as observations of light on an object and the beautiful shapes
that were projected... most of the shadows drawn are cast shadows. (When a form blocks the
light, it causes a cast shadow to be formed. Every object that blocks light has a cast shadow
associated with it) (Creative Glossary) 3 The beauty part is important to me... why, you ask?
Because it's what stops me in my tracks and drives me to want to draw. If it's abstract and
ambiguous I like it even more. The best scenario is when a drawing has echoes of something
familiar but one is not sure what it is. Rather like a memory one can't quite remember which
is there in the subconscious and you go back, trying to find it.

1 Tanizaki, Junichiro. 2001 In Praise of Shadows. London. Random House. p68
2Tanizaki, Junichiro. 2001 In Praise of Shadows. London. Random House. p68
3Cast Shadows: www.creativeglossary.com/drawing/cast- shadow.html
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When I look up abstract 4 the definition is: 'existing in thought or as an idea but not having a
physical or concrete existence' 'abstract concepts such as love or beauty' or relating to or
denoting art that does not attempt to represent external reality, but rather seeks to achieve it's
effect using shapes, colours and textures. Non representational, not realistic, non pictorial,
symbolic and impressionistic'.

Looking up Ambiguous 5 I get: 'open to more than one interpretation; not having one
obvious meaning'. Both definitions describe many aspects of a shadow and they are qualities
that I find interesting.

From a straight forward point of view the series of five still life drawings are cast shadows of
a vase of flowers lit from a multiple source. This gives a double shadow and where this
double image overlaps there is a dark central area. This area has shapes that reverberate,
imitate and repeat the paler drawn surrounding shadow and the whole reflect and mirror the
flowers. The shadow falls on the wall, behind the still life, and is therefore upright rather
than cast horizontally.

The central black area in these drawings can be likened to the ink blot personality test
invented by Hermann Rorschach, a psychiatrist from Switzerland. The Rorschach technique
is a psychological (projective) test in which people's perceptions of random, meaningless ink
blots are recorded and analysed. It appears that people's minds work hard to give meaning
to abstract images and shapes.

Andy Warhol created a series of Rorschach paintings in 1984 and Mia Fineman in an article
for Artnet described them as 'Liquid, protean and seductively vacant, they reflect your own
desires and fantasies right back at you'...'...these pictures will be whatever you want them to
be'... (Fineman,Mia – Artnet 1984). 6

During my research, I encountered the story of Butade’s daughter, as recounted by Pliny the
elder, and saw a direct link with my drawings. Butade's daughter who knowing her lover
was leaving the next morning created a shadow drawing of him as a mnemonic aid to help
her remember him. In essence she immortalises her lover in an attempt to make the absent
remain present.

Butades takes his daughter's drawing and creates a statue of his likeness, for her. The lover's
shadow image captures a moment and lasts forever making up for his absence when he
leaves (taking his own shadow)...the latter of which continues to change. The daughter's
shadow drawing exorcises death in its vertical format keeping him 'alive' and safe in the
hope that he will return from the war. (The horizontal shadow, in Greek mysthology, holds
links to death hence the importance of the vertical format). The shadow drawing has become
his soul and the father's statue its receptacle.

This story is quoted as the origins of western art 'when painting first emerged, it was part of
the absence/presence theme (absence of the body: presence of its projection). (Stoichita 1997)7

I find it interesting to note, bearing in mind my work is (currently) very black and white in
its use of different grades of graphite, that the 'birth of Western artistic representation was in
the negative'. (Stoichita 1997)8

4Abstract: https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=abstract+definition&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&gws_rd=cr&ei=c4fyVoH2JIHdU
p-ehSA

5Ambiguous: https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=abstract+definition&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&gws_rd=cr&ei=c4fyVoH2JI
HdUp-ehSA#q=ambiguous+definition

6 Fineman, Mia. Artnet. http://www.artnet.com/Magazine/features/fineman/fineman10-15-96.asp
7 Stoichita, Victor I. A short history of the Shadow: London: Reaktion Books Ltd 1997 p7
8 Stoichita, Victor I. A short history of the Shadow: London: Reaktion Books Ltd 1997 p7
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In relating this to my first drawing, I considered that these flowers find their way to my
kitchen table as they slowly die. I hadn't thought of it in terms of death until recently. I had
seen this move from the hallway to the kitchen as an extension of life. It allowed the flowers
to live as long as possible and in the case of white roses (in particular) I enjoyed the extension
of their life through their beauty even as they died.

You could say I have taken the soul of the flowers and, in my turn, immortalised them in an
(upright) shadow drawing. The presence of the flowers is retained despite their inevitable
death and final absence. The drawing is about beauty and life but within the drawing,
literally as well as figuritively, there is a dark element.

In Jungian psychology the shadow is defined 'as the personification of certain aspects of the
unconscious personalities, which could be added to the ego complex but which, for various
reasons, are not.' (Von Franz 1995) 9 In other words the shadow is the unknown dark side of
the personality'. What the person conceals, the shadow reveals.

“Everyone carries a shadow”, Jung wrote “and the less it is embodied in the individual's
conscious life, the blacker and denser it is” (Wikipedia) 10

It seems that despite the negative aspect of human darkness of which we live unconsciously,
it's a relief to know there are positive aspects... the shadow is also the seat of creativity
according to Jung. (Wikipedia) 11

The dark central part of the drawings with their Rorschach overtones plus Jung’s definition
of the shadow and its unconscious darkness makes me look again at the still life drawings
and question what I see. Whose unconscious darkness am I looking at and when a viewer
considers these images what do they see? I have unconsciously invited the viewer to
contribute their own interpretation and in doing so completed the triangulation of Artist,
artwork and observer. (Geoff Hands. Abcrit) 12

Andy Warhol’s Rorschach paintings of 1984 invite the viewer, as Mia Fineman says in her
write-up on the show for Artnet: 'There's a democratic, do-it-yourself quality to the
Rorschach painting: you can read whatever you want into them, there are no wrong
answers'. (Artnet.1984) 13

The shadow portrait on water tells us a different story. The shadow is still attached to it's
body but it is cast by a solid that is outside the picture frame, in other words in the real world
and, as such, immediately increases the space beyond the rectangular drawing to the
surrounding white paper. There is also a question mark as to who this individual is.

The cast shadow, logically, has to be a true representation of the object. A shadow endorses
the existence of an object and therefore what casts a shadow must be real. (Gombrich 1995) 14

However, the nature of the shadow reduces the surface volume, changes any colour to
shades of grey and black and strips the image of detail. It is this stripping away of detail that
often adds an enigmatic quality to an image of a shadow.

9Von Franz, Marie-Louise. Shadow and Evil in Fairy Tales: Boston, Massachusetts: Shambhala Publications, Inc 1995 p3
10Wikipedia. Shadow psychology https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shadow_%28psychology%29
11 Shadow Psychology. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shadow_%28psychology%29
12Hands, Geoff. 2016. Geoff Hands writes on the Paintings of Katrina Blannin at Jessica Carlisle. Abcrit
13 Fineman, Mia. Artnet. http://www.artnet.com/Magazine/features/fineman/fineman10-15-96.asp
14Gombrich EH. 1995. Shadows: The depiction of cast shadows inWesternArt. London: National Gallery Publications Ltd p17
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As we are wired to expect light to come from above eye level (ie the sun) the angle of the cast
shadow can tells us exactly the time of day and as time never stops and the sun continually
travels on its rounds shadow is about the 'still' moment, on the one hand, and the moment to
come and so on and so on.....Stoichita says 'the shadow establishes a unity between being
and becoming'. (Stoichita 1997)15

The blackness of the shadow that extends out of the drawn rectangle indicates the proximity
of the body casting the shadow and its blackness causes the whiteness of the paper to almost
dazzle the eye... much as the bouncing light off the hot paving slab would behave.

'As Leonardo had realised, projected shadows are often darker than self-shadows because
they are less likely to face illuminated reflecting surfaces: indeed, what they are likely to face
is self-shadow on the back of the solid they derive from'. (Stoichita 1997) 16

The Pont des Arts painting by Renoir is an example of a painting where he has projected the
transitory and impermanent figure of the observer (himself) and the spectator as they cross
the bridge. He has brought the hustle and bustle of the outside world into the painting
through their shadows whilst leaving their bodies outside the frame. (Stoichita 1997) 17

Renoir (as Flaneur) and those crossing the bridge remain unknown. The shadow has the
useful quality of only revealing the general of a person not the particular allowing them to
remain incognito and to some extent mysterious. (Stoichita 1997) 18 We as the viewer join this
group being outside the frame looking in.

Monet took a photograph of his silhouette reflected on the surface of the water in his garden
at Giverny... He positions his reflection amongst the lilies and Stoichita discusses this as the
modern version of the Shadow of the gaze, the instigator of painting whilst saying his
shadow heralds the (modern) primacy of the gaze on the hand. (Stoichita 1997) 19

The shadow is an indispensable quality of the body, (Dante called it 'the Shadow of the
flesh'). Artists, from the early Renaissance, were advised to paint/draw with a diffused light
and ensure the sun fell on their left side so as to avoid casting a shadow on their work. As the
cast shadow in the drawing is not in profile the figure remains enigmatic in that there is no
recognisable element of who they are... as with the reflection of Monet amongst the lilies on
the lake. What is most recognisable in Monet's shot is his famed hat.

The drawing of the figure is, literally, both shadow and reflection... cast/projection and
mirror, the latter as in the story of Narcissus. The shadow represents the 'other' stage whilst
the mirror represents the 'same' stage. According to Stoichita 'Monet transformed the
specular reflection into a silhouette, thus blurring the boundaries that separate the reflective
surface from the projection screen'. (Stoichita 1997) 20

Both Monet's image of his reflection/shadow and the drawing of the figure are examples of
being both present, transient and anonymous in a precise moment of time.

On specifics, the cast shadow/reflection of Monet is on still water whilst the cast shadow/
reflection on the pool divides the water in two... the left side is choppy and turbulent and the
right side becomes calmer and smoother as it moves away from the shadow figure. It's as if the
shadow figure is acting as a dam. Both images echo a still quiet moment on a hot summer's day.

15 Stoichita, Victor I. A short history of the Shadow: London: Reaktion Books Ltd 1997 p104
16 Baxandall, Michael. Shadows and Enlightenment. Bath: The Bath Press, 1995 p15
17 Stoichita, Victor I. A short history of the Shadow: London: Reaktion Books Ltd 1997 p106
18 Stoichita, Victor I. A short history of the Shadow: London: Reaktion Books Ltd 1997 p101
19 Stoichita, Victor I. A short history of the Shadow: London: Reaktion Books Ltd 1997 p109
20 Stoichita, Victor I. A short history of the Shadow: London: Reaktion Books Ltd 1997 p113
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Shadows in themselves only exist in a transient form... in nature they continually move,
appear and disappear only to re-appear on the same journey the next day (subject to the
weather). You can't hold on to or touch them, although you can step into them. The only way
you can arrest their eternal movement is to draw them, as Butade's daughter did when she
drew her lover or photograph a shadow as Monet did of himself in Giverny.

Sylvia Plath, the writer and poet, was not a visual artist but writes on the beauty of the
shadow with great visual awareness: "I thought the most beautiful thing in the world must
be shadow, the million moving shapes and cul-de-sacs of shadow. There was shadow in
bureau drawers and closets and suitcases, and shadow under houses and trees and stones,
and shadow at the back of people's eyes and smiles, and shadow, miles and miles and miles
of it, on the night side of the earth." (Chapter 12) 21

The following two excerpts from Stoichita and O’Sullivan deal with how the work of the
artist can access things hidden from immediate perception:

‘The occupation known as painting (drawing), which calls for imagination, and skill of hand,
in order to discover things not seen, hiding themselves under the shadow of natural objects,
and to fix them with the hand, presenting to plain sight what does not actually exist.’
(Stoichita 1997) 22

Simon O'Sullivan in his article The Aesthetics of effect – thinking art beyond representation
says “...in fact art is something much more dangerous: a portal, an access point to another
world (our world experienced differently), a world of impermanence and interpenetration,
a molecular world of becoming”. (O’Sullivan) 23

Conclusion

My practice appears to echo Tanizaki’s traditional writing method of ‘following the pencil
(brush)’. The drawings are an exploration through uncharted territory and although there
appears a reason to start a drawing the outcome is not always known... sometimes even the
reason to draw is not clear. The creaitve process can be meditative, joyful and spiritual even
through the dark and only at the end do you come up, as if from under the sea, to see what’s
been produced. Being surprised by the outcome is reward in itself.

A lot of what I have drawn, I have been attracted to simply because it is beautiful. However,
there appears to be a subliminal level lurking where death has crept in and much else that is
unknown. Surfacing through the unconscious are images that appear straight-forward when
I start to draw them but end up being ambiguous, describe transcience, abstract in meaning
or shape, or symbolic. Shadows are all around us and their beauty goes largely unnoticed.
They are seen but not seen.

I found it reassuring to hear from Rachel Goodyear, in a recent lecture, that she does not
always know the reason a piece of work is conceived and produced and it can often sit in her
studio until such time as it reveals itself.

Goodyear’s words recall the words of Einstein, which I find applies to much of my work:
First we make the intuitive leap, then we use logic to build a bridge back to where we started.

21 Platt, Sylvia. http://www.novelguide.com/the-bell-jar/top-ten-quotes
22 Stoichita, Victor I. A short history of the Shadow: London: Reaktion Books Ltd 1997 p51
23O'Sullivan, Simon. The Aesthetics of Affect – thinking art beyond representation
http://t3h.hfk-bremen.de/papers/Simon%20o%20Sullivan%20-%20Aesthetics%20of%20Affect.pdf
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I started by considering Tanizaki’s style of writing, to ‘follow the brush’. To conclude I refer
to his book 'in Praise of Shadows' where he talks of gazing into an empty space where the
light is drawn into dim shadows and although he knows it is mere shadow he is overcome
by an atmosphere where utter silence reigns and in that darkness immutable tranquillity
holds sway. (Tanizaki 2001) 24

His description describes a place of of being and becoming.

It crosses my mind to wonder if the real act of drawing is about being in the space that
Tanizaki describes and that the physical act of drawing is the 'obstacle course' which helps
one focus. In the act of searching one leaves a trace (drawings) and these become evidence of
the journey. In my case it shows I travel in lots of different directions but the place of arrival
is always the same irrespective of the route taken.

The drawings, if successful, should show where I have been – the place of drawing.

24 Tanizaki, Junichiro.2001 In Praise of Shadows. London. Random House. p33
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Looked at:

Shadow of the gaze – Slater Bradley and the Uncanny
http://slaterbradley.com/uploads/production/10926/the-shadow-of-the-gaze-illes.pdf

Rorschach Test
What's behind the Rorschach inkblot test?
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-18952667

Rorschach Test
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ink_blot_test

Rorschach Test
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rorschach_test

Definition of Echo
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=abstract+definition&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-
8&gws_rd=cr&ei=c4fyVoH2JIHdUp-ehSA#q=echo+meaning

Erebus
https:en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erebus

Sciography
http://www.assignmenthelp.net/sciography-of-geometrical
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